Look at the beautiful hibiscus flowers. How many can you see?
There are nine.
These hibiscus flowers are red. What colour were the ones growing at Aunty’s house?
They were yellow. They are my favourite.

Can you see how well the cucumbers have grown since we used the chicken manure? Where else could we put some manure?
What about around the peanut bushes?
Good idea. Let’s do that now.

HELPING YOUR CHILD LEARN THROUGH TALKING
Labelling, Explaining, Questioning, Extending

What’s for dinner?
Chicken, vegetables and rice.
Why can’t we have noodles?
Because it’s important to have food from our garden and noodles have no nutritional value. They are a treat that we can only eat sometimes.

How much do you think we should sell the cucumbers for?
50t
Why 50t and not 30t?
Ours are clean, big and we worked really hard for them.